
Safco® Products Rumba™ Large Flip Table has been endorsed by GEI. These products have been 

donated by Safco, and have been analyzed by teachers and administrators in school environments 

where they are incorporated into classroom activities. While in the classroom, these products are 

subjected to an in-depth analysis that evaluates effectiveness, durability, value and ease of use. 

Below are testimonials from the GEI educators who reviewed the Rumba Large Flip Table.

RUMBA™ LARGE FLIP TABLE
Testimonials from Global Educator Institute (GEI)

“My students loved the versatility of the table which allowed it to be stored vertical 

and out of the way when not in use, but could fold down and lock when they wanted 

more space to spread out.”

Carolyn K., GEI Reviewer and Teacher



Carolyn K., GEI Reviewer and Teacher

“The table definitely enhanced the learning environment, allowing my students flexibility in 

groupings.”

“The table allows for storage upright which is a must in a tiny classroom. When in use, I feel 

comfortable knowing my students can safely move the table and lock it on their own without 

teacher assistance.”

Elizabeth L., GEI Reviewer and Teacher

“This table is a dream. The table provided extra workspace when needed for my students who 

needed to be separated or required more space. It allowed me to spread materials out early to 

access them more easily and save time, especially when needing to move workbooks and bulky 

texts from closets to the classroom. This table was also great because it was able to move easily

into other spaces for use by other teachers as needed and fold upright to take up minimal 

classroom space when not in use. This is a dream piece of furniture for teachers.”

“The table was able to be stored in an upright position and rolled into various places. It did not 

need to be out, taking up space, unless the activity or situation needed it.”

“I love this table. If I had an unlimited budget, I would swap my stand alone desks and fixed tables 

for a classroom full of tables like this.”

“This is a great value for a large piece of furniture that saves space and functions well.”

“This table is of phenomenal value and quality for my classroom. It has provided so much function 

without being bulky or awkward. My students can move it from room to room easily and set it up 

themselves.”



“I love that this table is mobile. It is great that it can be easily moved and stored taking up little 

space. It is extremely durable and well made. I can see how it would be a beneficial table for use in 

a media center, middle school, or high school.”

“I would highly recommend this product for media centers, middle schools, and high schools. I also 

think it would be beneficial to have more than just one table, so we can move them around and put 

them together in different configurations.”

“In the right setting, this table would be a wonderful addition to a classroom.

Amy T., GEI Reviewer and Teacher

“They loved that it was movable; students liked the idea that it can be placed anywhere in the room 

where it makes sense.”

“The quality and look of the Rumba Large Flip Table was great! No suggestions for change!”

“Rumba Large Flip Table added flexibility that simply is not present without this addition.”

“I really do LOVE the table...it allows a different look and feel to the room depending on what our 

learning looks like on any given day!”

“The flexibility that the table provides really enhances the learning space. It is easily moved 

throughout the room to where students can share their thinking and learning most efficiently! ”

Britanie R., GEI Reviewer and Teacher


